Vocabulary and Comprehension Questions:
Henry Etcheverry

Name __________________________

Vocabulary: band of sheep, exclusively, chagrin, consummate, vigilant

1. Who is Henry Etcheverry?

2. Why does Etcheverry pay for his lambs to be in a feedlot instead of getting his paycheck immediately and shipping the sheep that day?

3. Why did the Wyoming sheep ranchers start the co-op?

4. How does a sheep producer become part of the co-op that was started by Wyoming sheep ranchers?

5. What kind of wool does Etcheverry sale?

6. What grade of wool does he sale?
7. What products does fine grade wool make?

8. According to Etcheverry, what is "a sin" if it gets in the wool?

Vocabulary: After watching the film, in your own words describe the following words in reference to the movie and its subject. Then write a short sentence using this word. (Try to use it in relation to the video.)

9. Exclusively:

10. Chagrin:

11. Consummate

12. Vigilant:
13. Who is Henry Etcheverry?

**Henry is a Basque sheep rancher in eastern Idaho**

14. Why does Etcheverry pay for his lambs to be in a feedlot instead of getting his paycheck immediately and shipping the sheep that day?

**Etcheverry waits to get his check to put 30-40 more pounds on the sheep which brings a bigger check in the end too.**

15. Why did the Wyoming sheep ranchers start the co-op?

**They started the co-op to get better market prices for their lambs.**

16. How does a sheep producer become part of the co-op that was started by Wyoming sheep ranchers?

**They have to pay quite a bit of money to get in.**

17. What kind of wool does Etcheverry sale?

**Columbia Rambouillet**

18. What grade of wool does he sale?

**He sales medium-grade wool.**

19. What products does fine grade wool make?

**Fine grade wool make suits and ladies garments.**

20. According to Etcheverry, what is "a sin" if it gets in the wool?

**Plastic is a "sin" if it gets in the wool.**
Vocabulary: After watching the film, in your own words describe the following words in reference to the movie and its subject. Then write a short sentence using this word. (Try to use it in relation to the video.)

21. Exclusively: only, solely
   He sells his wool exclusively to Pendleton Wool Mills.

22. Chagrin: irritation, distress
   They were successful much to the chagrin of the other sheep ranchers.

23. Consummate: complete or perfect; showing a high degree of skill
   Henry is the consummate sheep rancher.

24. Vigilant: keeping careful watch for possible danger or difficulties
   Etcheverry is a vigilant sheep rancher.